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2 Add to List

Add the current symbol
to one of your lists or
add an alert.

Tip

Slide finger from the
right or left edge of the
screen to navigate between
Symbol and your last
aggregate view (List or
Groups).

1 Datagraph™,

Fundamentals Tabs

Getting Started

3 Flag

Toggle between the Datagraph
and financial reports.

Flag a symbol in the chart
and list views.

4 Symbol Input

Tap to enter a symbol.
Search for companies by
typing the company name.

Tip

Change between dark
and light themes via the
Display control in the settings
menu. View light theme on
pages 4 & 11.

9
Global
Navigation

Tap to navigate
to Symbols, Lists,
Groups, Research,
or Settings.
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7
Action

8

Markup and share chart with
contacts outside the app.

Quotes Service Indicator

6
Large Cap Leader
Flag

5 Chart Intervals

Change the chart interval. Refresh
the chart and data by tapping the
active interval button. Tap and hold
to customize the interval.
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Symbol

Types of Data
1 Earnings Line

2 Revenue Line

3 EPS Due Date

Relative Strength Rank &

4 Accumulation/Distribution
Letter Rating

9

5 Relative Strength Line

Pattern
Recognition

6 Insider Transactions

Visual representation of buying
and selling among equity holders
of a company.

8
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Corporate Events

7

Financial Data

Appears in-line with chart.

Tip

The number of estimate
periods displayed on a chart
may be adjusted from the EPS
and RPS line controls in the
Settings menu.
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Symbol

Configuring Data
1 Industry Group

Tap to view chart or
constituents of the group.

2 Price Display

Tap price to toggle price percentage
change and absolute change.

3 Price and Volume

8

Scale

Scale
Configuration

Tap on the scale to toggle
among Fixed Logarithmic
(Log Fixed), Auto Logarithmic
(Log Auto), and Linear (Lin)

7
Fundamental
Data Lines

When mutiple lines
are visible, you can
easily tap anywhere
on the scale to
toggle among them.

4 Animating the
Earnings Line

Tap EPS History button and a
date box will appear on the
chart. Drag the date box to
animate the earnings line.
Once in position, tap the button
to “play” EPS line history.

6 Settings Menu

Chart data and display preferences
are accessible in Settings located in
the main navigation menu.
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5 Currency Control

Tap to toggle between local
currency and your preferred
currency.
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Symbol

Panels

1 Lists
Tip

To measure the
distance and run between
two price nodes, tap and
hold with two fingers on
the chart.

Tap to view and navigate to
recently used lists.

3 Track Price

2 Summary Panel

Tap this tab to open and close company
information covering five years of financial
data, proprietary ratings and rankings,
company description, and more.

Tap and hold along price line to
view details for specific nodes.

4 Related Information

This panel contains news, ownership,
checklist, tools for setting alerts and
annotations, and more.

9 Indicator Panel

Open technical and fundamental indicators
in a panel above the Datagraph.

8 Panel Toggle

Tap the Panel Control button to open
and close the Volume, Insiders, and
Financials Blocks.

7 Financials Toggle

Tap the data rows in the Financials Block to
toggle to percentage change figures.

6 Mini List

The list that is active in the List
Manager is displayed as a Mini List.
Tap the Mini List bar to hide and
reveal.

5 Customize View

Tap financials to customize metrics and toggle
between fiscal and calendar year end.
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Symbol

Alerts & Annotations
1 Active Alert

A grey bell indicates an
active alert.

2

Triggered Alert

An orange bell indicates a
recently triggered alert.

Channel
Lines
Fibonacci
Select

Line

Text Shapes

Layer selector
Turn layer on
or off

3
Trend Line
Alert

Set alert on a
trend line by
swiping right to
turn on.

Messages

View triggered alerts and
other messages by tapping
the message center icon at
the bottom of the app.
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5

4 List-Based Alerts

Schedule an alert for when
significant changes occur
in your lists, so you’re always
on top of your game.
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Symbol

Fundamentals Tab
1 Display Preference

Tap to toggle the data display
among Dollars, Common Size, and
Year-Over-Year when available.

2 Statement Periods
Tap to toggle the order
between most recent
and oldest.

5
Financial
Statements

Tap a statement
name to load
the data.

3 View Additional
Periods

Swipe vertically or
horizontally to view
additional data rows
and columns that are
not in view.

4 Statement Intervals

Tap to change the statement interval.
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Lists

1 List Names

Navigate to custom lists and
PANARAY preset lists. Tap a list
name to load the list.

4 Column Set

2 Filter

Filter lists by geography or
by groups.

3 View Datagraph

Tap a symbol row to view chart.

List Manager

Tap to select or
create a column
set. Columns may
be added or edited
within the selected
column set.

5 Keyword Filter

Easily filter on the name and
company description fields.

6 Column Filter

12

Tap to filter on data
within a column.

Databases

The O’Neil Database®
tracks 70,000 stocks,
indices, and mutual
funds in over 70
countries. Ownership
database has over
650,000 funds,
banks, and portfolio
manager records.

7 Sort

Tap to sort; tap again to
reverse-sort.

8 View Additional
Metrics

Swipe vertically or
horizontally to view
additional data rows
and columns.

Tip

List details (names,
locations, and content) are
synced between the mobile
and desktop apps.

List Views 11

Choose between List View,
Multi-Chart, List Analytics, or
Quote Board.
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10 Scheduled Lists
Provides automation
of screening and list
delivery.

9 Summary Stats

Each column’s maximum,
average, and minimum values.
Tap a data set to view a
distribution chart.
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Lists

User List

Tip

You may delete lists or
symbols within your lists by
swiping across the item you
wish to delete.

1 Flag Column

Tap the Flag icon to tag a symbol in the chart and list
views. Tap column header to sort on flagged stocks. The
Flagged Symbol list is found in the PANARAY Lists folder.

2 Column Divider

Slide to reposition the divider.

7 Create List

Tap to create a
list or a folder.

6

5 List Alerts

Duplicate List

4 List Info

Tap for List Properties.

3 Edit User List

Add, remove, or reorder
symbols in your lists.

Tap to duplicate a list.
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Compare

Overview
1

Rotation Graph

Visualize sector rotation on a grid that plots
long-term performance against short-term
momentum.
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2

Comparison Graph

Compare the performance of multiple stocks
over a selected time period.
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Compare

Rotation Graph

Tip

Tap and hold Group Movement
Indicators (#10) to view symbol in
Datagraph

1 Magnification

Pinch and zoom to reveal
levels of detail.

2 Geography Selector

Click to select among Global,
Region, and Country views.

5 Flag

Tap to flag a symbol and
monitor it in other views.

3 Legend Row

Tap to add/remove
highlight.

4 Arrow

Tap to drill down to
constituents.

Change 6
Metrics

Tap to adjust
filter metrics.

7
Liquidity Filter

9 Group Movement Indicators
Tap the individual “indicators” to
highlight. Select again to remove.
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8 Animate Rotation Graph

To animate the Rotation Graph over time,
tap and hold then move, or hit Play.

When viewing constituents,
tap to adjust for market
cap, avg dollar volume
US$, or O’Neil Ratings.
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Research

1 Global Outlook

Easily monitor the condition of
markets around the globe.

Research View

2 Analyst Commentary

View commentary written by William
O’Neil + Co. equity analysts.
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News

Overview
1 Sources

Select from more than 50 news
sources from around the world.
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2 Filters

Filter news items by stock symbol or keyword.
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FAQs

1. Missing data or slow refresh on PANARAY Mobile?
Verify internet connectivity by browsing to www.williamoneil.com on Safari.
Disable PANARAY Mobile from sending and receiving data through an encrypted connection.
Go to Settings > PANARAY > Turn off Data Encryption
*Sign-on credentials are always transmitted via encrypted connection

2. Unable to sign on to PANARAY Mobile on your corporate or enterprise wifi network?
Verify connectivity and disable data encryption as stated above.

For further assistance, contact William O’Neil + Company
Institutional Client Services at:
US: (800) 419-6632
UK: 0 (800) 969 581
International: (310) 446-6199
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